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WHEEL PUNCHER Simple field equipment for
homesteads or hobby farms

Dry Wheel Puncher - support arm & shaft1006-PA

Model

1006-PA
Install on Bed Shaper or Mulch Layer or 1002-54 Toolbar

Large selection of 
Dry Wheels and 
Water Wheels ADD (1 or 2) Dry Wheels to complete basic model:

Plant Punch, 2 x 3 Pointed17723

Plant Punch, 1-1/2 x 2 Pointed

Plant Punch, 1-1/2 Stud, Adjustable Length

17712

17002

Dry Wheel Pkg, 72 x 6-12-18-24-36-7220726

Dry Wheel Pkg, 72 x 4.5-9-18-36-7220729

Dry Wheel Pkg, 72 x 4-8-12-24-36-7220724

Dry Wheel Pkg, 66 x 5.5-11-16.5-22-33-66

Dry Wheel Pkg, 60 x 5-10-15-20-30-60

20665

20605

ADD (as needed) Plant Punches to complete basic model:

Plant
Punch

GARDEN EQUIPMENT PRIMER

DRY WHEEL PUNCHER TO MARK PLANT ROWS
The 1006-PA Dry Wheel Puncher includes mounting 

hardware, one wheel arm and a wheel shaft, often mounted 
behind bed shapers or mulch layers to mark rows and plant 
holes at the same time. Also mount on a separate toolbar.

Like the water wheel planters, dry wheels and plant 
punches are ordered separately. Two wheels can be 
adjusted by hand for in-line or offset punch patterns.

HANDY FIELD TIP

Clamp locking pliers on the trailing edge of the bed  
shaper pan to mark rows. No need to spend more 

money or time on a solution so simple and effective. 
PRIMER CONTINUES NEXT PAGE…

FIELD DRAINAGE
Avoid standing water or saturated soil to reduce 

compaction, disease, pests and stunted crop growth. Tile is 
the modern solution to draw water from the surface but 
surface drainage can be done at a fraction of the cost, 
requiring skill to grade waterways and/or take advantage of 
natural crests and troughs in the field. Small plots are 
usually easy to drain since it’s small.

Furrowers can be used as a simple 
planting tool or to ditch furrows for water 

drainage at the head of the field
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